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Prejudice

�Prejudice à irrational feeling of dislike for a person or group of 
persons, usually based on stereotype

�Virtually everyone feels some sort of prejudice
�Can be prejudiced, but still be fair if you're careful not to act 

on your irrational dislike



Discrimination

�Discrimination takes place moment person acts on prejudice
�Ex: person decides not to give another person job bc of race, 

religious orientation, looks 
�Required to discriminate: position of power over the person you want 

to discriminate against
�Ex: White people can discriminate against Black people, and vice 

versa if one is the interviewer and the other is the person being 
interviewed



Racism

�Racism à describes patterns of discrimination that are 
institutionalized as "normal" throughout an entire culture

�Based on ideological belief that one "race" is somehow better 
than another “race”

�NOT one person discriminating at this point
�Whole population operating in a social structure that actually 

makes it difficult for a person not to discriminate



� Mechanism we call "racism" 
�interacting social, political, and economic systems that all discriminate

�either overtly 
�Ex: racial profiling 

�or covertly 
�White majority governments redrawing district voting lines à splitting 

black majority areas à no electoral power to vote-in Black candidates
�White-run banks using zip codes as a criteria for excluding ppl who apply 

for loans à exclude all majority black neighborhoods in city (practice 
called "red-lining“)

Unless argue that Blacks are "naturally" inferior to Whites à have to admit 
some mechanism limiting Black opportunity



�Crucial to maintain distinction btwn 3 terms
�Otherwise White ppl tend to redefine "Discrimination" as "Racism”
�Main argument à bc both Blacks & Whites can discriminate 

against each other à "Reverse Racism" is possible 



“Reverse Racism”… NOT a thing

� "Reverse Racism” is a myth:
�Black people: 
�1) have far less opp to discriminate against Whites than Whites have to 

discriminate against Blacks, overall
�2) Black ppl lack system of institutionalized support to protect them 

when they discriminate against Whites



�Think about it:
�Term REVERSE racism implies that racism is ipso facto a one-way 

proposition
�If it wasn’t, then Blacks discriminating against Whites 

wouldn’t be “reverse” racism
�It would just be racism



Everyone has an experience that could 
create a soul wound

u“There is no greater 
agony than bearing an 
untold story inside you”

—Maya Angelou, I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings, (1970), author, poet, dancer, actress and 
singer, (1928-2014).



My story that started this work



The Making of a the New America

�“Facts are stupid things—
stubborn things, I should 
say.”

—President Ronald Reagan, addressing the Republican National Convention in 1988. 







Is this what Diversity/Multicultural/Cultural 
Competencies training is about? Shifting paradigms?

�Use The Office training video
� http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=michael+scott+diversity+training&&view=detail&

mid=73957713D2415F1DD21273957713D2415F1DD212&FORM=VRDGAR



Is this an example of racism, discrimination, or 
prejudice?
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Framing the Problem

u “How does it feel to be a problem?” (DuBois, 1903)
uReferring to the contemporary American Black experience, that

of segregation and exploitation
u Considered it the major task for the 20th century to find a solution to

the racial problem
u But here we are now, some 114 years later:
u The racial problem not only remains unsolved has intensified and

been exacerbated
DuBois, (1903). The Souls of Black Folk.



The 2000 Census

�White
�Black 
�American Indian & Alaskan Native
�Asian & Pacific Islander
Lee, (2001). Annie E. Casey Foundation, (2001). The Population Reference Bureau, (2001).



The 2010 Census

u 15 categories of race were listed:
� White or Caucasian
� Black, African American, or Negro
� American Indian or Alaska Native
� Asian Indian
� Japanese
� Native Hawaiian
� Chinese
u Korean
u Guamanian or Chamorro
u Filipino
u Vietnamese

u Samoan
u Other Asian
u Other Pacific Islander
u Some other race or biracial

Howe & Lisi, (2014)



Influences of Micro-cultures on People’s 
Ontology (How do I see the world?)

u Social Class
u Gender
u Region of country/world
u Religious/Spiritual/Agnostic/Atheist
u Disability/Handicap/Impairment
u Ethnic Group
u Race
u Politics/Democrat/Republican/Independent/Liberal/Conservative
u Sexual Orientation
u Veteran/Disabled Veteran
Banks, (2006). Cormier, (2014).



What do Diversity and Cultural 
Competence Mean?

� http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=funny+diversity+training+videos&&view=detail&m
id=10861840025166FBF68210861840025166FBF682&rvsmid=10861840025166FBF68210861840
025166FBF682&fsscr=0&FORM=VDFSRV



What does Diversity mean?

uInclusion of individuals representing
more than one national origin, color, 
religion, religion, socioeconomic stratum, 
sexual orientation, etc.
Merriam-Webster’s Dictionary, (2014)



What does Diversity mean for your 
organization?

�Diversity means change
�Diversity means expanding
�Diversity means moving beyond 

tolerance to mutual respect and 
understanding



Believing in the Post-racial Society?

�“It is no measure of health to be 
well adjusted to a profoundly sick 
society”

— Jiddu Krishnamurti,  (1895 – 1986).



Social Construction

u Understanding and meaning are SHARED
uOne person cannot make a social construct

u We have need to categorize elements in our social world to be 
able to navigate 

u Knowledge is socially constructed
u Groups construct “facts” for one another
uMembers of a culture are constantly learning how to be a part of that 

culture
u Money is a social construct:

u Paper and metal, accorded value by society
uYour bank account isn’t filled with anything but numbers in a computer



Assumptions of social constructionism

u(1) the assumption that human beings rationalize 
their experience by creating a model of the social 
world and how it functions 

u(2) language is the most essential system through 
which humans construct reality

Leeds-Hurwitz, W. (2009)



Social Constructs

• Are real in their 
consequences
• One person does not a 

social construct make
–Shared
–Cultural



How can we tell something is a social 
construction?

�Changing 
definitions 
over time 
and place



The impact of media on exacerbating 
social constructions

� Movies/Cinema/Documentaries/Docudramas
� TV scripted/reality 
� Music/Videos/Netflix/Hula/Amazon
� Social media/Twitter/Tumblr/Facebook/You Tube/
� Phone/texting/Instagram/Vox/Blogs
� News/NBC/CBS/ABC/FOX/BET/Telmundo/El Rey
� Opinion/pundits/CNN/FOX/MSNBC/Court TV/PBS/Christian channel
� Sports/ESPN/FOX/Comedy Central/FX/Spike
� The 24 hour news cycle’s impact on Criminal 

Justice/Weather/Politics/Terrorism/Trails/Murder/Polarizing events



Example of a social construction: The 40 
Year Old Virgin

� http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=kevin+hart+40+year+old+virgin+scene&&view=de
tail&mid=61590FD0AF09E0F1DBC661590FD0AF09E0F1DBC6&rvsmid=61590FD0AF09E0F1DBC
661590FD0AF09E0F1DBC6&fsscr=0&FORM=VDFSRV



Example of a social construction: Me, 
Myself, & Irene

� http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=me+myself+and+i+wife+leaves&&view=detail&mi
d=22F8D0AC33DF841E605322F8D0AC33DF841E6053&rvsmid=22F8D0AC33DF841E605322F8
D0AC33DF841E6053&fsscr=0&FORM=VDFSRV



Example of a social construction: Harold 
& Kumar Go to White Castle

� https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HhAZlj1xRLo



Example of a social construction: Crash

� http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=crash+the+movie+clips&view=detail&mid=5EE89
C76C618142916F75EE89C76C618142916F7&FORM=VIRE



Activity: An Experience in Assessing 
Personal Privilege

u Learning goals:
uto increase the understanding of privilege amongst the 

participants by presenting the facts
uto create understanding that each person has most likely been 

in a situation where privilege affected their life in one way or 
another, both positive and negative

uWe need to remember that learning is the process of acquiring 
attitudes and values through experiences or changes of 
behavior

Klecker, (2003)



An Experience in Assessing Personal 
Privilege

u Learning Theory states that people gain more out of a learning 
experience or environment when they are actively involved in the 
learning process
uDesigned to be a cooperative learning experience, based on five key 

points about learning: 
uLearning is an active, constructive process
uLearning depends on rich contexts
uLearners are diverse
uLearning is inherently social
uLearning has affective and subjective dimensions

Klecker, (2003)



Processing the Experience in Assessing 
Personal Privilege

u What happened? 
u How did this exercise make you feel? 
u What were your thoughts as you did this exercise?
u What have you learned from this experience? 
u What can you do with this information in the future?
u Would anyone like to share more about their feelings?
u How did it feel to be one of the students on the “back” side of the line?
u How did it feel to be one of the students on the “front” side of the line?
u If anyone was alone on one side, how did that feel?
u Was anyone always on one side of the line?  If yes, how did that feel?
u Were there certain sentences that were more impactful than others?  



Framing the Problem

u“Human history becomes more and 
more a race between education and 
catastrophe.”

— Herbert George “H. G.” Wells, The Whole Story of Man, (1920).



The Deficit-Thinking Paradigm

Assumption:
uDeficits manifest in limited intellectual abilities, linguistic 

shortcomings, lack of motivation to learn, and immoral 
behavior (Valencia, 1997)

u“Popular “at-risk” construct views poor and working class 
children and their families (typically of color) as 
predominately responsible for school failure, no jobs, 
children out of wedlock” (Valencia, 1997)



Deficit-Thinking = “Those people”

u “Culturally disadvantaged child” (Black, 1966)
u “Socialization of  apathy & underachievement” (Hess, 1970)
u “Cultural deprivation” (Edwards, 1967)
u “Accumulated environmental deficits” (Hess & Shipman, 1965)
u “At-risk” (Hilliard, 1989; Letgers, McDill, & McPartland, 1993)
u “Those kids” (Delpit, 1996; Delpit, 1988)
u “Other Peoples Children” (Delpit, 1996;Delpit, 1988)
u Superpredator (DiIulio, 1986)



“Those people”

u “Consider how metaphors such as:
u culture of poverty
ucultural deprivation
ucultural mismatch
ucultural difference
ucultural dissonance 
uare used to explain a deep-seated problem most often 

attributed to the non-dominant communities themselves” 
Gutiérrez, K. (2006). 



Six prongs of the deficit-thinking 
paradigm

u The process of blaming the victim
u A form of oppression
u A model of educability
u Heterodoxy, Orthodoxy, and deficit-thinking
u The culture of poverty
u Cultural and accumulated environmental deficits
(Valencia, 1997; Foley, 1997; Menchaca, 1997; Valencia & Solorzano, 1997; Pearl, 1997; Bourdieau, 1992; 
Ryan, 1971; Lewis, 1966; Lewis, 1965; Lewis, 1961).



Orthodoxy

u“Then the lie passed into history 
and became the truth.”

—George Orwell, (1949)



Orthodoxy

uThe dominant group is always 
invested in maintaining the 
orthodoxy, or accepted truths and 
norms 

udeficit-thinking depends upon this



Orthodoxy

uThe term orthodoxy comes from 
doxa
uwhich refers to the dominate 
society norms
uwhich are “beyond question



Orthodoxy

uOrthodoxy refers to:
u the “way things have always been”
u“the right way to do things”
uthe status quo
ucommon knowledge
uaccepted ‘truths’ of our society



Heterodoxy

�Heterodoxy is 
“unconventional opinions, 
dissent and 
nonconformity” 



Heterodoxy

uDeficit thinking has no room 
for:
uheterodoxy
urival interpretations of the 
same data 



Heterodoxy, Orthodoxy, and 
Deficit-Thinking

uWhat squelches heterodoxy and 
perpetuates deficit thinking?
uthe existence of orthodoxy 
uand its stranglehold on the systems 
and society at large



Example of Heterodoxy versus Orthodoxy: 
The Matrix

� http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=the+matrix+red+pill%2fblue+pill+youtube&FORM=
VIRE7#view=detail&mid=5CCFEE26AC7640E989F55CCFEE26AC7640E989F5



Questions, Comments, Concerns, or 
Gripes



Can we Change, Change Change…our 
System of Thinking?

uDuring times of universal deceit, 
telling the truth becomes a 
revolutionary act”

—George Orwell, (1949).



The Matrix Metaphor in America

u Blue pill à power/privilege/ethnocentrism/hegemony/inequality
u Power à ability to do something or act in a particular way
u Privilege à special right, advantage, or immunity granted or available 

only to a particular person or group of people
u Ethnocentrism à judging another culture solely by the values and 

standards of one's own culture
uEthnocentric individuals judge other groups relative to their own ethnic 

group or culture
uespecially with concern for language, behavior, customs, and 

religion
Merriam-Webster’s Dictionary, (2014)



The Matrix Metaphor in America 
continued

u Hegemony à political, economic, or military predominance or 
control of one state over others

u Dominant state: known as the hegemon
u Inequality à unfair situation in which some people have more rights 

or better opportunities than other people
uthe quality of being unequal or uneven: as lack of evenness; 

social disparity; disparity of distribution or opportunity
Merriam-Webster’s Dictionary, (2014)



Impact on America of not Accepting the 
Blue Pill

u“What society does to its 
children, its children will do to 
society.”

— Cicero, (106 BC-43BC), Roman philosopher, politician, lawyer, orator, political theorist, consul 
and constitutionalist.



Inequality and it’s Cause of Crime

u“Where justice is denied
uwhere poverty is enforced
uwhere ignorance prevails 
uand where any one class is made to feel that society is an 

organized conspiracy to oppress, rob, and degrade them
u neither persons nor property will be safe.”
—Fredrick Douglass, (1886). Speech on the 24th anniversary of emancipation, Washington, 
D.C. 



The Matrix Metaphor in America 
continued

u Red pill à diversity/multicultural/anti-racist/bicultural/cultural 
competence

u Diversity à state of having people who are different races or who have 
different cultures in a group or organization

u Multicultural àcultural diversity of communities within a given society and 
the policies that promote this diversity

u Multiculturalism: simple fact of cultural diversity and the demographic 
make-up of a specific place
u sometimes at the organizational level

ue.g., schools, businesses, neighborhoods, cities, or nations
Merriam-Webster’s Dictionary, (2014)



The Matrix Metaphor in America 
continued

u Bicultural à combination of two cultures
u Biculturalism à presence of 2 different cultures in the same country or 

region
u Culture involves the behaviors and belief characteristics of a particular social, 

ethnic, or age group
u Anti-racism à beliefs, actions, movements, and policies adopted or 

developed to oppose racism
u intended to promote an egalitarian society in which people do not face 

discrimination on the basis of their race, however defined
u Cultural competence
Merriam-Webster’s Dictionary, (2014).



Do we all live in the same America?

u“I swear to the Lord, 
uI still can’t see, 
uwhy democracy means,
ueverybody but me.”

— Langston Hughes, American poet, social activist, novelist, playwright, and columnist, (1902-1967). 



Do we all live in the same America?

u“What is government itself but the 
greatest of all reflections on human 
nature?”

—President James Madison, (1751-1836), statesman, political theorist and 4th President of the 
United States (1809–1817).



Typical types of leaders organizations try 
to hire 

� The change agent or transformational leader who has to come into the district to 
change or develop a culture

� The budget accountant, business manager, or the blood and guts leader who 
has to say no to raises, implement a reduction in force (RIF) due to a fiscal crisis

� The status quo leader who has to maintain the direction the district is moving in, 
who has very little say as well as almost no new or innovative ideas

� The diversity or cultural hire, to ensure that there is diversity of thought and ideas 
in the executive leadership role

Cormier, (2017).



Questions to ask when hiring culturally 
competent professionals

� Organization-are they organized?
� Leadership-can they motivate, influence, have courage to lead?
� Communication-do they have good written & verbal skills?
� Emotional stability-can they and do they function under pressure?
� Vision-do they have a clear picture of the organization and how it should 

run?
� Strategy-are they prepared to make decisions? Accept responsibility 

when things don’t work?
Cormier, (2017); Polian & Carucci, (2014).



Questions to ask when hiring culturally 
competent professionals

� Flexibility-can they adjust to changing times and trends?
� Ability to assess an identify talent-ability to hire, promote, & diversify the 

organization
� Public relations-can they communicate with the public, community, sell the 

program or organization?
� Employee respect-do employees respect their ability, knowledge, & trust?
� Character-are they a person of integrity? High work ethic?
� Fiscal responsibility-can they balance the budget? Manage budget in difficult 

times
Cormier, (2017); Polian & Carucci, (2014).



Goals of becoming a Multicultural 
Culturally Competent Organization

uOrganizational Equity
uCultural Pluralism
uHuman Relations
uSocial Reconstruction
uCross-cultural competence
uIntegration of ethnic groups and global issues
Winzer & Mazurek, (1998).



Organizational Equity

uChanges in the culture of the organization
uExpectations of employees and communities we 

work in
uHow do we evaluate employees?
uWhat is the hidden language of the organization?
Winzer & Mazurek, (1998).



Cultural Pluralism

uRespect for diversity 
in the organization, 
schools, and society

Winzer & Mazurek, (1998).



Human Relations

uBuilding individual & group self-
esteem

uEmpowerment of all people and 
community

Winzer & Mazurek, (1998).



Social Reconstruction

uConfronting and 
changing beliefs and 
attitudes

Winzer & Mazurek, (1998).



Cross-cultural competence

uKnowledge of shared cultures
uKnowledge of other cultures

Winzer & Mazurek, (1998).



Integration of ethnic groups and global 
issues

u Our nation is changing, and our institutions need to reflect this diversity
u In our national interest to invest in our future workforce.

u Disparities in employment, education, & salaries remain prevalent
u Diversity in the workforce fosters innovation and competitiveness in 

business
u Fortune 500 companies agree that diversity is good for the bottom line
u Diversity is:

ua national security issue
ubenefits all people

u Research show that race-neutral polices simply don’t work



Can Education unlock Inequality?

u“Our progress as a nation can be no swifter 
than our progress in education. The human 
mind is our fundamental resource.” 

— President John F. Kennedy, Special Message to 87th Congress on Education, 20 
February 1961



Cultural Competence

u Ability to understand, appreciate, and interact with persons from cu
ltures and/or belief systems other than one’s own, based on 
various factors

u Culture à the combination of a body of knowledge, a body of 
belief and a body of behavior
uinvolves a number of elements, including personal identification, 

language, thoughts, communications, actions, customs, beliefs, 
values, and institutions that are often specific to ethnic, racial, 
religious, geographic, gender, LGBTQ, or social groups



How to Truly become a Post-racial 
Society?

u“You can always count on Americans 
to do the right thing - after they've 
tried everything else.”

—Winston Churchill, British Prime Minister, (1874-1965).



To truly become a post-racial, non-discriminating 
society these questions must be asked and 
answered

uCan we accept and acknowledge any inequality in our 
society is a true threat to justice and equality?

uShould everyone in society have equal and unparalleled 
access to the American Dream?

uShould all Americans have a voice in the political system?
uShould all Americans have an equal chance in the 

criminal justice system?



To truly become a post-racial, non-discriminating 
society these questions must be asked and 
answered

uShould all Americans have access to a 
quality education and quality health care?

uShould all Americans have an opportunity to 
earn a quality, living wage?

uShould all Americans have equal access to 
wealth in our society?



If you answered yes, what must you do?

uYou must change your attitudes, 
values, beliefs, and behaviors.

uCormier, (2009).



Change must start with you! Start the 
Revolution!

� https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PivWY9wn5ps



How and why people learn!

�Faith that the system will 
reproduce itself to their benefit

�Sense of purpose in the larger 
society

�Sense of hope that their purpose 
will be fulfilled



Why Hope is the most important!

uHope and learned optimism are crucial 
factors in turning non-dominate students 
into high achievers (Jiaxu & Weiyi, 2000).

uHope changes brain chemistry, which 
influences behavior (Jensen, 2009).



Questions, Comments, Concerns, or 
Gripes


